4 Key Ways SafetyChain Software Helps Ensure
GFSI Compliance + FSMA Readiness
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Program Adherence and Earlier Detection of Non-Conformances
Say goodbye to rework caused by missed/late tasks, out-of-date forms/specs, or delays in catching nonconformances. With SafetyChain you can ensure your food safety and quality program tasks are followed
to plan. Benefit from automated task scheduling/workflow, “once and done” data collection via mobile
app, online portals and automated equipment data extraction. Plus, with real-time data analysis against
program specifications, provide immediate non-conformance alerts for timely and documented CAPAs.

Supplier Compliance and Supply Chain Controls
SafetyChain does more than simply manage supplier documents online. It provides automated vendor
program management to ensure suppliers are following your GFSI, FSMA, and internal supplier program
requirements – helping you to prevent non-conformances in your supply chain vs. react to them after
the fact. Whether it’s supplier onboarding, monitoring (think FSVP…) or visibility via rolled-up views on
dynamic dashboards – with the right automation management tools, you are covered.

24/7 Audit & Inquiry Readiness
When it comes to audits – FDA, USDA, GFSI, customer or internal – it’s often said, “if it’s not documented
it’s not done.” As part of automation, every form, spec, task, NCR/CAPA, supplier notification/document,
finished product release, and the like is time/date stamped and becomes a permanent record in an easily
accessible, online centralized repository. With records tied to food safety plan components, you’re even
ready for unannounced audits or record requests.

Continuous Improvement
Both FSMA and GFSI call for the continuous assessment and reevaluation of risks and preventive
measures. However, with manual or siloed food safety and quality data collection processes, trending
program data is challenging and time consuming. With SafetyChain, all food safety and quality data is
accessible and actionable in real-time via interactive dashboards, reporting and SPC charts – making
“data rich but information poor” syndrome a thing of the past and enabling ongoing trending for
continuous improvement.

Can SafetyChain’s Food Safety & Quality Management Solutions Help You?
Companies are fast adopting SafetyChain’s food safety and quality program management technologies with good reason
– as SafetyChain provides the critical tools, program visibility, and data intelligence needed to support GFSI program
compliance and FSMA readiness. And more importantly, enables companies to more efficiently manage the output of
safe, quality food.
Learn how SafetyChain can help you more effectively manage a robust food safety and quality program, manage GFSI
compliance, and help ensure FSMA readiness – contact us today!
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